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ABSTRACT
After the transfer of the responsibility for the management of the Central interim storage
for waste from small producers, located at the reactor centre in Brinje near Ljubljana,
Slovenia, the national Agency for radwaste management (ARAO) started with most urgent
activities to improve the utilization of the storage facility. One of the main tasks has also been
the rearrangement of the already stored radioactive waste in order to reduce volume of the
waste and to collect same radioisotopes in the containers. The latest campaign, performed in
2002/2003, was repacking of all Co-60 spent sealed sources in the storage facility and also at
the producer’s premises which were after conditioning put into two drums with concrete
matrix and stored back to the Central interim storage. The preparation works together with the
implementation are described in the paper.
1

INTRODUCTION

By Governmental decree of May 1999, the national Slovenian Agency for radwaste
management (ARAO) was authorized as a state public service for managing radioactive waste
from small producers. By this decree the ARAO also became the operator of the Central
Interim Storage intended for radioactive waste from industry, medicine and research, located
in Brinje near Ljubljana, Slovenia. At the take-over a thorough analysis of the current state of
the facility and stored inventory was performed. Based on the findings of the examination a
“Plan for remediation and modernisation of the Central Interim Storage for Radioactive Waste
in Brinje” [1] was prepared in 2000 as a foundation for the operation of the public service of
storing the waste.
The plan, divided into three main segments, dealt with an integral approach towards
remediation and refurbishment of the facility, optimisation of the inventory arrangement and
modernization of the storage and storing utilisation. Given the diversity of essential
improvements on the technical systems, features, stored radioactive waste and utilisation of
the storage facility, the plan foresaw for each individual activity a special project which
would include all technical details together with a plan of execution according to the
Slovenian legislation. Therefore ARAO started in 2001 with the preparation of different
projects to improve conditions in the storage facility.
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So far, the ARAO has prepared several projects for reduction and optimisation of the
waste volume, its repacking and rearrangement. Implementation projects were prepared for
clearance of already decayed sources from the storage, dismantling of the smoke detectors
and beta sources repacking. In addition two activities on spent sealed sources arrangement,
which were the most urgent from the safety point of view, have been already performed. For
disused spent radium sources a special conditioning operation was performed in 2001 based
on IAEA procedures. All spent radium applicators from the storage facility and also from the
small producer’s premises (radium applicators which were located on the site of producers)
were welded in steel capsules, loaded into two lead containers and placed in the centre of a
pre-cemented 210 l steel drum. In the year 2002/2003 similar operation was realized also for
all spent cobalt-60 sources in Slovenia.

2

REPACKING OF CO-60 SOURCES

For the repacking of Co-60 sources the implementation plan [2] was prepared in which
all activities needed for repacking of Cobalt 60 sources were described, including the
collection of spent sealed sources in the Central interim storage facility and at the premises of
different small producers who own the spent cobalt sources. The plan envisaged
transportation of all sources to the hot cell in the building of Institute Josef Stefan (IJS), the
separation of the sources from original containers, their collection in lead containers, the
emplacement of lead containers into pre-cemented drums and storing of those drums back to
the storage facility. Implementation plan covered also organizational parts, radiological
measurements and radiological protection, ALARA planning, emergency planning, QA and
documentation, timing and responsibilities of all involved parties. Special analyses of the
proposed lead containers and pre-cemented drums were done [3] with the emphasis on
radiological calculation of the total allowable activity per drum. The activity limitations for
the whole drum and consequently for each lead container were derived from the transport
limitation for the dose rate which is prescribed to be 1 mSv/h on the contact. The plan was
reviewed by the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration and Radiological Protection
Administration who issued required licences at the end of 2002.
The works, which started in the beginning of January 2003, were performed by two
groups of Slovenian experts under the coordination of ARAO according to the approved
implementation plan. The Institute for Occupational Safety (ZVD), who has very good
knowledge of the storage inventory due to previous characterization of stored waste in the
Central interim storage was responsible for collecting of the cobalt sources in the storage and
their transportation to the hot cell, situated in the IJS Chemistry building nearby storage
facility. Team of experts from Institute Josef Stefan was responsible for all activities in hot
cell which includes the acceptance of sources, opening of the original containers with spent
cobalt sources, collecting the sources in the lead containers and in the pre-cemented drums.
ARAO, who was responsible for management and coordination of the project,
participated in the activities inside the storage facility. The workers helped with radiological
measurements and other handling activities, in addition special quality assurance program was
developed to assure documentation and traceability of activities related to waste handling and
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manipulation. Project leader from ARAO was responsible for every day data collection and
record keeping, ARAO’s QA manager served as additional supervisor for the whole project
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Regular data collection of the mass streams

Figure 2: Transport of the sources from storage to hot cell facility by using forklift
The works proceeded smoothly without major problems. Up to 20 packages with spent
cobalt sources from the storage were put on carrying palette, measured, weighted and noted
with all necessary data on the materials (sources, packages, masses,…) leaving the storage
facility. Radiological measurements and careful labeling of all packages were performed
online. Totally 18 palettes were transported to the hot cell by the forklift, approximately 50 m
away from storage (Figure 2), where they were accepted by IJS staff. Each original container
was opened, the inner source with the holder was transferred to the hot cell digestorium where
the manipulation of the sources was performed with the use of remote hands if possible. For
the worker’s protection special shielding was set with appropriate mirrors which enabled
better guidance (Figure 3). Released spent sources were collected in the stainless steal holder
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which was placed in the lead container when full. Based on calculations the activity limitation
for individual container was 37 GBq. Two lead containers were put into one 210 l precemented steel drum. Special attention was given to the mass balance record keeping,
therefore old containers were marked, measured and if not contaminated released for further
use according to the “Regulation on maximal limits of radioactive contamination of the
human environment and decontamination”. During the repacking activities 9945 kg of old
packaging (original lead containers) was taken from control area, cleaned of the radioactive
signs and sold mostly to the enterprise which deals with special waste (DINOS).

Figure 3: Spent sources manipulation in the hot cell
Repacking of the spent sealed sources from original shielding containers included
beside sources stored in the Central interim storage facility in Brinje also cobalt sources at the
producer’s temporary storages (sources from medicine, industry and research facilities). The
transportation was coordinated by ARAO and most of the packages were directly transferred
from temporary storages to the hot cell where they were treated and collected into lead
containers. During the collection of the packages one empty package container was accepted
which did not include cobalt sources. Immediate after discover of the situation, ARAO
proceeded according to the ARAO’s emergency plan in case of special event. The source was
identified, found still at the location of the producer in original shielding container and
transported to the storage facility.
3

RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

Radiological protection was implemented according to the Slovenian legislation. The
workers, 4 in the hot cell and 7 in the storage facility, were included into TLD dosimetry
control and additionally equipped with electronic dosimeters. Special dosimeter for the
worker who performed direct handling of the sources was fixed to his hands. Details on
received doses from gamma radiation in the storage facility and in the hot cell are given in the
table 1. The whole team received less than 0.8 man mSv for the action in the 2 months period.
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Table 1: Total received doses from gamma radiation in the storage facility and in the hot
cell (electronic dosimeter)
Location
In the storage
In the hot cell
Total

Dose from gamma
radiation (µSv)
403
356
759 man µSv

Due to very careful planning and implementation of the repacking activities the doses
experienced by the members of the team were several times smaller than predicted by the
implementation plan. The average dose to the team member was les than 70 µSv, the
maximum for individual was 0.144 mSv.
4

RESULTS OF REPACKING

During the repacking activities all together 218 pieces of spent cobalt sources were
taken from the original containers and repacked in the hot cell. In addition 88 spent cobalt
sources from previous IJS repacking activities were added to repacked sources. All of them
were collected in three lead containers and placed into two 210 l steel drums with concrete
matrix (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Detailed view of the pre-cemented drum with lead container
The details about the repacking are given in table 2 with the number of sources in
individual container, measured total activity, measured dose rate on the lead container’s
surface, volume capabilities and the number of the drum in which lead containers were stored.
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Table 2: Data and status in the lead containers filled with cobalt sources with indication
of final drums.
Lead container

No. of sources

Total activity
per container

ZV-kobalt 1

88+144

28
(6.2.03)

ZV-kobalt 2

70

ZV –kobalt 3

4

GBq

Max dose rate
on the contact

Status

Drum

4.5 mSv/h

Full

ARAO-803

10.88
GBq
(18.2.03)

2 mSv/h

Full

ARAO-803

14.6
MBq
(19.2.03)

0.1 µSv/h

Partially filled

ARAO-804

The two drums were measured, labeled and transferred back to the storage facility
(Figure 5).

Figure 5: Transport of repacked drums back to the Central interim storage facility

5

CONCLUSIONS

All main activities in the repacking process were recorded on camera. From this
documentary material a 10-minute video film has been produced to serve for information and
educational purposes.
The volume of stored waste was decreased drastically due to the old, not used
packaging with weight over 9 tons, which was radiologicaly examined and removed from the
monitored area. All spent cobalt sources are now in the storage facility in two drums, properly
treated and on one location. Repacking of the cobalt sources enabled more space in the
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storage, improved radiological conditions inside of the storage and ensured better working
conditions for employees. Although the repacking of spent cobalt sources is finished ARAO
still has several similar actions to realize in order to obtain final goal which was established in
our basic documents – optimization of the inventory arrangement in the Central storage
facility.
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